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door; "highly-strung my eye! Let him get on with it, he'll
learn/*) Her second litter however came early before we were
expecting them, and really before Josephine had done very much
selection of which drawer or hat-box would best serve her lying-in.
They were born in the woodshed, where Josephine slept every
night alone and in a rage, except when she could manage to
circumvent our false wheedling calls and persuasions, stay out under
the harvest moon, and casually mooch into Nan's downstairs
bedroom at any hour of the night or morning and finish her
slumbers on the bed. Three of the kittens were born dead, one
died shortly afterwards, and we had not known that there was
a fifth until she brought it along, also dead, and affectionately woke
up Nan with a: "Here, my dear, you're a nurse, would you like
to have a shot at this ? Sorry I can't stay now, but do what you
can"—and sprang forth again, light and unburdened.
So during what were presumably her last few days of life, though
we gave her the earth and everything besides, I am sure she accepted
it all without suspicion of her jeopardy. She never indicated that
really we were spoiling her, that the cream of the milk and the soft
of the eiderdown were not for such as her! On the contrary, she
lapped and basked and danced through the hours of that glorious
week in September as though privilege were her bkthright, and
as far as she was concerned it might go on for ever. The natural
perversity of things brought round one of her affectionate phases;
we could have dispensed with it. "Go away and grieve for your
kittens, you little horror", I would say, my heart wrung a hundred
times a day by the sight of Josephine running to meet me across
the lawn with glad impatient little mews and burr-rrs of welcome;
of Josephine tearing after an apple that I had rolled over the grass,
outpacing it in her zest and swiftness and tearing back again to
meet it; of Josephine and Tommy behaving like le ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, in a saraband round the apple-tree, leaping sideways
with a succession of genuine fas de chat, legs suddenly stiff and
backs arched high like croquet-hoops; of Josephine catapulting on
to my pillow for her early morning halt-a-biscuit, vibrating desire
from the end of her huge swinging tail to the tip of her snub little
black silk nose, at the creak of the tin being opened and the
tantalizing crunch of the petit beurre broken in two . . . and then,
when every bit had been fed to her, slowly trampling-out-the-
grapes before she subsided on my chest to lie there contented,
replete, half asleep, eyes drowsy golden sHts; of Josephine following
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